Can recognition of living things be selectively impaired?
Brain damage sometimes seems to impair recognition of living things, despite relatively preserved recognition of nonliving things. The most straightforward interpretation of this dissociation is that the recognition of living things depends on some specialized mechanisms that are not needed for the recognition of nonliving things. However, there are alternative interpretations of the dissociation in terms of the greater complexity or inter-item similarity of living things, or the more specific, within-category identifications that are usually required for living things. Surprisingly, the relevant tests to discriminate among these rival hypotheses have never been performed. We took the factors of visual complexity, inter-item similarity, specificity of identification, as well as others, into account in analyzing the visual recognition performance of two head-injured visual agnosic patients. In each case we found that recognition of living things was still disproportionately impaired when the effects of the other factors were accounted for.